
The Alternative Hospital CharityEBFAM
EBFAM is a world-wide charity that has been established to address the
barriers people face in choosing alternative healthcare (AH) when it is
not available on the orthodox healthcare system, and also to help
defray the out of pocket expenses associated with making that choice.

Those with serious illness can find relief in natural medicines and
therapies where standardised methods have failed. These include
AH treatments such as: herbal medicine, osteopathy, chiropractic,
acupuncture and homeopathy.

We have identified a debilitating gap in the AH
marketplace and intend to solve it by achieving the following:

- Setting up a fund to make grants available to financially
disadvantaged people seeking AH rather than orthodox
healthcare.

- Designing, building and running the world’s first AH
hospital, where clients can recover from serious illness
that requires a period of intensive treatment and
bed rest.

To donate, or to learn more and to see
how you can help us, please visit us at

www.ebfam.com



I have spent more than £60,000 trying initially to get a diagnosis and then to find
a practitioner who could help. I had to sell my house and move in with my sister
who also suffers from the disease. For two years I was completely bed bound but
had no access to any effective care because the NHS knows little about treating
the condition and nothing about the treatment I eventually discovered, which is
now getting me better.

The story of my chronic illness and the problems of getting a diagnosis after years of being seriously ill is very
protracted and unfortunately quite typical. It took more than four years to be diagnosed by cutting-edge practitioners
out with the NHS, because when someone has had the tick-borne parasitic illness of Lyme disease for a long time it
spreads to the organs and becomes undetectable in the blood.

The illness is crippling and systemic, affecting just about every part of the body, and it can leave people disabled and in
wheelchairs, or with serious damage to their central and peripheral nervous systems, eyes, skeletal and digestive
systems. It is extremely painful.

Luckily I found an incredible doctor in Canada who had himself suffered from the
condition and was using a radical new treatment called the Marshall Protocol,
which had already shown phenomenal results with cases of sarcoidosis, getting
people out of wheelchairs and off oxygen. Developed by Dr. Trevor Marshall in
California, it focuses on eliminating pathogens that are able to evade the immune
system by hijacking the controls of the innate immune system, and simultaneously
allows the repair of the inflammation damage that has accumulated over the years.

Having to pay for a private alternative doctor in Vancouver and the medicines
which are more than £100 a month, plus all my creditors became almost
impossible. The charitable assistance provided by EBFAM has really helped me
see the light at the end of the tunnel, and hopefully soon be able to get back on my
feet so I can spread the word and one day assist others with such difficult conditions.

“The illness is crippling and systematic... It is extremely painful”
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